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ACC Political Action
Committee:
Celebrating 10 years
as the voice of
Cardiology
ACCPAC addresses hot button issues, including health
information technology; comparative effectiveness research;
quality and appropriate use; and potentially harmful cuts in
Medicare reimbursement. It is imperative for ACC to have a
seat at the table during these debates. ACCPAC allows us
to educate the key decision makers who impact the practice
of cardiology.
Contributing to ACCPAC is a direct investment in the future
and preservation of our profession.
Although ACC is still only the 9th on the list of PAC donations
by medical societies, we’re off to a great start for 2012, with
contributions since Jan. 1 totaling $126,931.87 – $81,306
above this time last year. More than 360 members have
contributed to date, averaging $277.14 per person.
Current Chapter standings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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President’s Corner
William Bommer, MD, FACC

Spring 2012

Welcome to the beginning of the New Year for the California Chapter of
the American College of Cardiology (CAACC). This should be an exciting
and challenging year.
Let’s first introduce our Board of Directors. Our recent elections provided
the largest group of candidates and votes that we have ever seen,
demonstrating the strength and vitality of our organization. Our newly
elected councilors will join our incumbents and governors to represent
their regions on the CAACC Board of Directors.
*Newly Elected
Mohamed Khan*
Ray Erny
Thomas Smith*
Garwood Gee
Byron Lee*
Gary Gershony*
Richard Hongo
Brad Angeja
Gregory Marcus*
Michael Galloway*
David P. Lee*
Christopher Oh
Anant Vyas*
Sarabjeet Singh*
Brett Gidney*
Rita Ng*
William J. Bommer

1
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
7
8
9
Governor Northern
Benjamin Cohen

Sheila Kar
Raymond Yen
Asher Kimchi
Mark K. Urman
Mark McDonnell*
Ronald P. Karlsberg
Anil Kumar*
Norman Lepor*
Noel Boyle*
Steve Schiff
Nathan Wong*
Lester Padilla
Vilma Torres
Paul Phillips*
Nassir Azimi*
Kevin Rapeport*
John Gordon
Treasurer

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
13
Governor Southern

Congratulations and welcome to our newly elected Board Members. We have a very exciting and
challenging year ahead of us. We will be continuing with the established mission of the Chapter. Our
focused goals and objectives will be published in the next issue of our partner publication, Reviews
in Cardiovascular Medicine. Vice-President John Gordon and I would like to thank you for making the
commitment to join our team on this mission. Fortunately, we are also joined by our predecessors who
have been very successful leaders for both our chapter and the ACC. Our most recent past presidents,
Dipti Itchhaporia, George Smith, Gordon Fung, and John Harold have placed this chapter at the forefront
of cardiology.
This year we will also ask for major contributions from our committees. We will establish goals and new
projects for each of our committees to work on this year. Please let us know if you would like to work on
one of our existing or new committees this year. See page 3 for a list of Committees & current chairs.
Toll Free: 1-877-460-5880 Fax: 253-265.3043 Email: caacc@caacc.org
1731 Howe Ave. #247, Sacramento CA 95825
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Bylaws:

Nora Goldschlager, MD, FACC

Government Relations:
Women In Cardiology
Political Action Committee
Nominations

William Lewis. MD, FACC
Dipti Itchhaporia, MD, FACC
William Ricks, MD, FACC
George L. Smith Jr., MD, FACC
Dipti Itchhaporia, MD, FACC
Timothy Denton, MD, FACC
Richard F. Wright, MD, FACC and Raymond Yen, MD, FACC
Gregory Thomas, MD, FACC
Ramin Manshadi, MD, FACC
Bojan Cercek, M.D., Ph.D. and Ivan Rokos, MD, FACC

Communication/Publications
Reimbursement/CAC
CT Cardiac Workgroup
Media Relations
STEMI Task Force
Quality Initiatives
Standards of Evidence
FIT Representatives:
FIT Coordinator
Practice Administrators:
CCA Liaison:
Geriatric
Member Benefits

Joseph M. Ruggio, MD, FACC
Sanjay Kaul, MBBS, FACC and George A. Diamond, MD, FACC
Southern: Jamal Rana, MD and Northern: Samir Thandani, MD
Howard N. Allen, MD, FACC
Southern Tami Nakama and Northern Wendy LaBranche
Northern Eileen Pummer, RN and Southern Jennifer BallardHernandez, NP
OPEN
OPEN

We are fortunate to have a very strong administrative support team for CAACC.
Our CEO is Lianna Collinge: Lianna@caacc.org. Her staff include:
Annie Skoglund, Assistant Director:
Laura Dougherty, Communications Director:
Katie Bohocky, Member Services:
Elizabeth Harlan, Financial Manager:

administrator@caacc.org
aminc4@comcast.net
aminc2@comcast.net
aminc3@comcast.net

Please feel free to contact them, if you have any questions about our CAACC organization.
In addition to councilors, chairs, and former leaders, our most important asset is you, our membership.
Our diverse Physician, Cardiac Care Associates, and Practice Administrator membership constitutes
the basis for a very strong team. To accomplish our goals, we will need you, our CAACC member, to
be the most important player on our team.

Toll Free: 1-877-460-5880 Fax: 253-265.3043 Email: caacc@caacc.org
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New: All Communications in One Place!
Stop Unwanted email!

Spring 2012

Sign in to Cardiosource.com member center to choose which data you
want and how often you want them! It’s everything in one place and YOU
are in charge of what you want!

New Pathways to Learning Developed!
Cardiovascular Administrators

Here are some examples of recent ACC programs.
Stay tuned for 2012 programs that will benefit you!
* How to Code and Get Reimbursed
* Information Technology, Medicine and the Future
* U.S. Health System Reform: What’s Missing?
* Meaningful Use: A Washington Perspective
* EHR Lessons from the Trenches
*Where Will Cardiology Be in 2012?
* Issues That Have Caused Medical Professional Liability Claims
* Impact on Health care Policy on the Academic Cardiovascular Mission

UPCOMING EVENTS
caacc.org

Sept. 21-22, 2012: 2012 Controversies Course & Annual Meeting, Beverly Hills

Toll Free: 1-877-460-5880 Fax: 253-265.3043 Email: caacc@caacc.org
1731 Howe Ave. #247, Sacramento CA 95825
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California Hospital Voluntary Public Reporting
(Letter sent to all PCI hospitals on April 20, 2012)
All California hospitals must submit their patient discharge data (PDD) to the Office of Statewide
Health Planning and Development (OSHPD). This hospital patient discharge data includes
annual Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) mortality rates, total number of deaths, total
number of cases, and a quality rating www.oshapd.ca.gov.
The California American College of Cardiology (CAACC) reports this administrative PDD
information on a linked website www.PCIcalifornia.org. However, this PCI mortality data is only
partially risk-adjusted using the administrative PDD data set.
CAACC would like to begin a new voluntary PCI public-reporting of clinically risk-adjusted
NCDR CathPCI in-hospital outcomes to supplement the currently reported mandatory PDD
administrative mortality data. This information would be posted annually on the CAACC linked
website.
The CAACC is requesting that your hospital release its clinical risk adjusted NCDR CathPCI
summary data to CAACC for inclusion on the CAACC linked website. This clinical data will
supplement the PDD administrative data and provide better risk adjustment for higher risk
patient populations.
If your hospital is also participating in the Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement registry
(STS/ACC TVT), then we would like to include that summary data as well.
The annual data released in the Q4 CathPCI and TAVR data summaries will be posted on the
CAACC linked website.
If your hospital agrees to participate in the CAACC Voluntary Reporting Program, please send
us a signed copy of the enclosed agreement form(s) via mail or email. The Q4 annual summary
data can then be emailed to voluntaryreporting@caacc.org.
This should require no additional work or expense for your hospital.
Thank you for considering this opportunity.
Sincerely,
William J. Bommer, MD, FACP, FACC
President/Northern California Governor

John B. Gordon, MD, FACC
Vice President/Southern California Governor

Toll Free: 1-877-460-5880 Fax: 253-265.3043 Email: caacc@caacc.org
1731 Howe Ave. #247, Sacramento CA 95825
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FOCUS On Performance Improvement

The American College of Cardiology seeks to promote quality improvements as it relates to appropriate
use of technology (imaging and procedures) to optimize the care of patients. The appropriate use
criteria (AUC) were first published in 2005 to aid physicians in choosing the most appropriate test for
their patients.
ACC/United SPECT Pilot
In response to the findings of this study, the ACC created the Formation of Optimal Cardiovascular
Utilization Strategies (FOCUS) program that aims to implement the Criteria, while providing information
regarding practice performance to the clinician. The FOCUS Voluntary Community and Radionuclide
(RNI) Performance Improvement Module (PIM) was launched in April 2010. This free quality improvement
activity allows participants to enter cases and see their AUC rates as well as providing them with a
listserv and online community page where they can ask questions and share experiences with their
peers. To date the voluntary community has over 500 sites registered nationwide and over 11,000
patient cases entered. In addition, among participants who have completed the PIM there has been a
50% reduction in the inappropriate use rate (10% to 5%).

Pulse Oximetry Screening for Newborns

Screening for newborns is Legislation is pending in 14 States (Alabama, California, Connecticut, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West
Virginia,and Wisconsin).
Michigan and Ohio are pursuing regulatory paths to requiring this test. Pulse oximetry screening
legislation is strongly supported by the ACC, the American Heart Association, the American Academy
of Pediatrics, and the March of Dimes.
While CA ACC supports pulse oximety, leadership is researching the need to regulate or legislate.
Anyone with experience in Congenital Heart Disease and thoughts about the best way to mandate, is
encouraged to weigh in about CA ACC support of AB 1731. Contact CEO Lianna Collinge at:
Lianna@caacc.org this week.

Toll Free: 1-877-460-5880 Fax: 253-265.3043 Email: caacc@caacc.org
1731 Howe Ave. #247, Sacramento CA 95825
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Goal: To reduce 30-day, all cause, riskstandardized readmission rates for patients
discharged with heart failure or acute
myocardial infarction by 20% by December,
2012.
Participation in the program is beneficial to
participating facilities:
1. Dues to reimburse/payment
2. Use for Part 4 Maintenance of
Certification (MOC)
Core Concept Areas:
Follow-up

* Patient has a follow-up within a week of discharge
* Patient can get to appointment

Post-discharge medication management

* Patient is familiar and competent with medication
* Patient has access to medications

Patient recognition of signs and symptoms

* Patient recognizes warning signs and knows who
to call

Build local H2H infrastructure to:

* Align state health leaders with local facility leaders.
*Make reducing readmissions a priority across your
state
*Set local improvement goals
*Identify local leaders
*Encourage colleagues to participate

Get Involved!
New to H2H?

*Register on the H2H website
Review the “Getting Ready” Checklist

Enrolled in H2H, but not sure
what to do next?

*Participate in a H2H Challenge
*Complete the SY7 Self-Assessment
*Review your areas for improvement
*Access your own internal processes
*Based on your assessment results,
select 1-2 intervention to implement
*Select your method for measurement to
track progress

Enrolled in H2H and on your
way?

*Implement a suggested strategy or tool
*Study the results
*Make the changes
*Participate in the webinars
*Share ideas or questions through the
listserv.

See next page for more details.
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Zoghbi to Focus on Patient-Centered Care During His Presidential Year

The ACC’s 61st Annual Convocation welcomed more than 250 new Fellows and more than 20 new
Associates on the last night of ACC.12 in Chicago. The evening also brought with it the installation of
William Zoghbi, MD, FACC, as the new ACC president. Zoghbi, a leader in the field of cardiovascular
imaging and echocardiography, is the William L. Winters endowed Chair of Cardiovascular Imaging at
The Methodist DeBakey Heart and Vascular Center and director of the Cardiovascular Imaging Institute
at the Methodist Hospital in Houston, Texas. During his acceptance address, Zoghbi told new Fellows
and AACC’s that they are being inducted at a time when the field of Cardiology is exciting, yet challenging.
“Our capacity to diagnose and treat heart disease has never been greater. Yet, the sobering fact is that
heart and vascular disease remain the leading cause of death around the globe. “Equally sobering,” he
added, “the current American health care system is not sustainable.” As a result of these factors,
Zoghbi said, the thematic focus of his presidential year will be patient-centered care, a style of care that
emphasizes educating and involving patients in medical decision making; integrating medical care, and
applying principles of disease prevention and behavior change.

Campaign Seeks to Reduce Unnecessary Medical Procedures

The ACC has released a list of “Five Things Physicians and Patients Should Question” in cardiology as
part of the Choosing Wisely campaign, led by the ABIM Foundation with eight other medical speciality
societies. The list identifies five targeted, evidence-based recommendations to support physicians and
patients in a making wise choices about their care. The ACC’s list was developed over the last several
months, with the College asking its standing clinical councils to recommend between three and five
procedures that should not be performed or should be performed more rarely and only in specific
circumstances. ACC staff took the councils’ recommendations and compared them to the ACC’s existing
appropriate sue criteria (AUC) and guidelines, choosing items for the five things list that had the tightest
inappropriate score in the AUCs\ and were Class III recommendations in the guidelines. The ACC’s
Advocacy Steering Committee and Clinical Quality Committee each then reviewed the five items before
sending it to the ACC Executive Committee for final review and approval. Learn more about Choosing
Wisely at www.ChoosingWisely.org.

Medicare Enrollment Changes

CMS has announced improvements to its web-based provider enrollment system, known as PECOS,
in an effort to reduce the administrative burden on physicians and other practitioners who provide
services to Medicare patients. One of the biggest improvements is the addition of electronic signatures,
which eliminates the need to mail a separate signature page to Medicare contractors in addition to
filling out the online enrollment application. Other beneficial changes include the ability to access
additional information, such as whether a request for revalidation has been sent to you by your contractor
and previously used address information. Also, applications returned for correction can be easily
corrected and resubmitted promptly. For those unfamiliar with Internet-based PECOS, visit the CMS
website to learn more. If you prefer to use the paper enrollment applications, be certain that you are
using the most recent version of the forms.
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ACC Continues to Partner with The Mended Hearts, Inc.

Dedicated to inspiring hope in heart disease patients and their families. Mended Hearts is a national
nonprofit organization comprised of people with heart disease, their families, medical professionals and
other interested parties. It provides educational information, and individual and group support to
recovering patients and their families. Mended Hearts volunteers can help you at the hospital, by
telephone and via the internet. Go to www.mendedhearts.org for more information.

Next up for Health IT

CMS has issued its long-awaited proposed rule outlining the criteria necessary for providers to meet
Stage 2 of the federal Electronic Health Record (EHR) Incentive Program. The rule makes minor
changes to Stage 1 requirements for those who begin participating in the program in 2013 and delays
Stage 2 implementation until 2014. It also would increase the number of core objectives practitioners
must meet from 10 to 17 and require practitioners to meet three out of five menu objectives. In addition,
it would allow for the electronic reporting of clinical quality measure data and set the requirements for
avoiding the statutorily-mandated penalties beginning in 2015. It was also encouraging to see that CMS
has included reporting to specialized registries as one of the proposed menu-set objectives.
The College will submit formal comments within the 60-day comment period window. The College is
preparing detailed comments for submission within the 60-day comment period. Read more. For ACC
resources on health IT go to: CardioSource.org/HealthIT. Also, check out the following page for special
health IT sessions and activities at ACC.12.

THE DOCTOR’S COMPANY Insurance

THE DOCTORS’ COMPANY insures more cardiologists than any other carrier in the nation. ACC is a
new partner!
Benefits of ACC Membership:
* Program discount of 5 percent with a favorable claims history
* Credit of 5 percent for participating in the PINNACLE Registry
* Credit of 5 percent for maintaining board certification

Recognizing Our Members!
Recently seen on Angie’s List: a testimonial from a patient who
says Dr. Melvin Scheinman saved her life. As an ER resident
“puzzled over the results” of her electrocardiogram, Dr. Scheinman
“walked by, looked at the EKG and delivered a lifesaving diagnosis:
Long QT syndrome.“
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Our Fabulous FITS Report Back From
ACC '12 Scientific Sessions!
This was my first time at the ACC Scientific Sessions, and I am thankful that the California ACC helped
make my attendance possible. I was impressed by the scope and enthusiasm for cardiovascular
medicine. I thoroughly enjoyed the prevention track and learning about treatment alternatives with
vitamins, herbal medications and supplements. I feel that this is a particularly underemphasized topic
in my training that my attendance at the ACC Scientific Sessions helped address.
Christopher Chu, MD
Whether discussing research methods with individual poster presenters or watching a real-time TAVI in
the main hall, I was impressed by the passion and enthusiasm of the contributors to this year’s ACC
scientific sessions. One of my favorite activities was strolling through the poster hall and chatting with
like-minded researchers from around the world. I am confident that these lively discussions will lead to
fruitful collaborations in the future. As a soon-to-be electrophysiology fellow, I enjoyed the expert panel
discussions of catheter-based treatment of atrial fibrillation and management of challenging arrhythmia
patients. This was an exciting and stimulating conference that I look forward to attending in 2013.
Brian Moyers, MD
I want to thank CA ACC for supporting me to attend ACC 2012. I have attended several ACC's in the
past year, mostly presenting my research. However this year was unique because I got the opportunity
to attend the ACC Board of Governors meeting. It gave me an insight to how much effort ACC leadership
puts into initiatives and issues that are so important to cardiology community. It was important to see
the workings of ACC leadership at an early stage since, it not only gave me a glimpse into understanding
the mechanisms of our organization but also inspired me to stay involved and contribute to ACC. The
inaugural "Legends of Cardiology" featured some of the biggest names in cardiology. An informal social
event that provided an unprecedented, exclusive networking opportunity for Fellows was excellent. It
was extremely well attended and President Dr. Holmes spoke to us. I hope ACC continues this event!
Jamal Rana, MD
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